**Age of Steam: Southern US & Western US Expansion**

**Age of Steam™: Expansion maps for the Southern US & Western US** are exciting new additions for the highly popular *Age of Steam* board game series. *Age of Steam* is currently ranked #29 overall for strategy games and #43 for board games on BoardGameGeek.com.

The **Southern US map** ranges from New Orleans to Raleigh and from Memphis to Jacksonville. Cotton goods are used in this expansion which focuses on the Old South.

The **Western US Map** ranges from Los Angeles to Duluth and from Seattle to New Orleans. This game has special rules involving the transcontinental networks. Plus:
- Towns start with goods cubes that are lost when the town is urbanized; and
- New terrain playing area of swamps.

Game designed by John Bohrer
Graphics by Martin Sasseville
Published by Eagle Games
Made in China

**Game Components:**
- 1 double sided map-board
- Game Rules

**Target Audience:**
- Intermediate to serious gamers
- Fans of railroad games and history
- Game and hobby store patrons

**Core Information:**
- Latest expansion for this classic railroad game franchises
- Exercises planning and reasoning skills
- Develops mathematic and economic skills
- Exposure to US history and geography

**Players:** 2 - 6 players
**Playing time:** 120 minutes
**Age:** Adult 13 +
**Case size:** 30 (360 grams/unit)

**Product Code:** 101187N
**UPC:** 609456646888
**Size:** 8 ¾” x 12” x ½”
**MSRP:** $24.99
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